FEATURE:

THE MYSTERY MAN AND THE MOVIE MUSTANG

1967 GT500 ‘ELEANOR’ REPLICA
Builders: Wayne and Annie Coster, of Rancho
Costerlot Ltd.
Owner: An international man of mystery.

CHASSIS
Frame: Stock 1967 Ford Mustang unibody.
Suspension: RRS Macpherson struts front and rear, Panhard rod
at the back, heavy duty sway bar up front.
Brakes: 13” rotors front and rear, VTTR racing calipers; six-pot
front, four-pot rear.
Steering: RRS rack and pinion.
Wheels: Custom modified two-piece, mag grey American Racing
Shelby Cobra alloy rims.
Tyres: 245/40/18 up front, while the rear end gets 265/35/18 hoops.
DRIVETRAIN
Engine: Engines.com-built, blueprinted, Ford 351 Windsor smallblock V8. Edelbrock aluminium heads, Pertronix electronic ignition
module, billet distributor. The Windsor exhales through shorty headers and custom side-mounted mufflers.
Transmission: Tremec five-speed manual.
Rear end: Nine-inch 3.25 soft-locker diff.

‘slide vents’ removed. This cleaned up internal lines
as well as rectifying the fact that the vents wouldn’t work
anyway, due to the non-functional external ‘air scoops’. The dash was
dressed with JME instrumentation complete with sporty white-faced dials.
Eleanor also got a shade of grey (don’t worry, just the one) on the windows all
'round, excluding the windshield, of course.
Overall, the GT350 replica build has been on the go for quite a few years,
with bits and pieces being added as needed at the customer’s request.
The ’67 ‘Stang has been road legal for a couple of years and is about ready to
be delivered in time for Christmas. How would you like to find that sitting under
the Christmas tree? Santa might have a tough time stuffing it down the chimney,
though...
Annie and Wayne said they have both greatly enjoyed the build. They equally
enjoyed interacting with Mr Mysterious, a genuinely “wonderful guy”, who is
looking forward to his first time behind the wheel of a left-hand-drive car.
Talk about a great introduction to left-hookers!
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INSIDE AND OUT
Body and paint: Code-matched ‘pepper grey’ paint by Paul Stephens Panel and Paint, Nelson. Custom Rancho Costerlot Ltd ‘Eleanor’
fibreglass body kit, smoked grey glass all around, except for the windscreen.
Interior: SCAT Procar Rally seats, brushed aluminium door panels up
front are from a ’67 Deluxe, custom panels fitted inside the rear. Dash
gets JME instrumentation white-faced dials.
Audio: Custom Autosound retro replica in-dash system.
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